
 
 

 

 

 

Jodie Nolan is one of Australia’s most admired and respected financial advisers, a best-selling author and 
corporate presenter.   The mastermind behind the EQUIS Group’s revolutionary approach to financial 
education, her passion for finance and talent for communicating the often-arduous jargon has made her highly 
sought after in the media, financial journalism and speaking arena.   

Jodie is an inspirational teacher who draws on the significant industry experience she has gained over the past 
20 years to provide a unique and inspiring perspective on financial education.  
 
On a corporate stage, Jodie is not your typical educator or motivator.  She endears herself by sharing her 
compelling story - a story of one individual’s courage to face adversity and go back to the financial basics to 
turn her situation around.   Losing millions in the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, Jodie shows how restoring your 
financial health can be done, she is walking the talk!  It appears easy to preach the road to success when you 
have known few failures, however Jodie shares with her audience how she built her wealth, how it was lost and 
most importantly, how she is building it back again!  Jodie believes that nothing is infallible when it comes to 
financial matters, no fool-proof financial strategy or 'safest' way to make money.  She firmly believes it is a 
combination of factors that shape your financial success and she shares them with her audience in a heartfelt, 
inspiring way. 
 
With extensive experience in major financial firms and institutional banks, and her own personal experiences 
with financial ups and downs, Jodie lives and breathes finance – she is incredibly passionate and 
knowledgeable and has an uncanny knack for explaining even the most complex of financial terms and jargon 
into a way everyone can relate and understand.  Passing on crucial information and strategies for individuals 
and small business owners – especially the stuff that should have been taught in school but wasn’t.  
 
Jodie co-authored a best-selling book ‘Read My Lips’ and then went onto publish ‘Surviving the Storm’ in 2011. 
Jodie is a contributing columnist and ‘expert panel’ for numerous financial publications and believes the key to 
Australia’s Financial Literacy issues and people’s ability to achieve results, involves being adequately educated 
and she has completed a Thesis on this subject in her Masters of Business (Applied Finance) through 
Queensland University of Technology. 
 
Establishing her own financial advice and education firm EQUIS Group Wealth Management to take clients 
from education through to planning and subsequent action on the recommended strategies, to create long-term 
wealth. 
 
Jodie lives on the Sunshine Coast, Queensland with her two beautiful children and in her spare time loves to 
research global economics and subsequently writes for Your Trading Edge Magazine, Australia’s premier 
trading & investment magazine as their Expert Geopolitical Commentator. 
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